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Which applications will be the killer content for smart speaker? 
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Abstract 

Smart speakers have become next big thing in IoT industry. However, there is not enough 

discussion about which application would be killer content in smart speaker market. To 

boost market participation and the growth of the market, there should be a research 

predicting killer service in the smart speaker. This study uses an AHP model and 

framework to assess the priority for applications in smart speakers. This study compares 

three types of applications – Music, News, E-commerce – to investigate the priority.  
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1. Introduction 

  

 The smart speaker market is rapidly growing. It has been hailed as the next big thing in 

ICT and media industry. After Amazon Echo had developed, Samsung, Google, and Microsoft 

joined the market or acceded to a consortium to develop artificial intelligence or voice-controlled 

speaker. News companies described this market as the battlefield because all the leading ICT 

companies in the world enter this market. Voice Labs (2017) reported voice applications drives 

consumer demand for smart speakers. That is why Apple and Amazon opened a gate for third-

party developers (Forbes, 2016). So, it is important for firms and developers to create 

applications to boost the market.   

 Smart speaker market in Korea is now emerging. In this context, it would be very 

effective for developers or firms to predict which applications should be in priority to develop. 

Secondly, this study is a process to ask experts to judge which criteria are superior to others. It 

could be a reference to further researches about applications in smart speakers. Policy makers in 

the government or decision makers in the universities or firms could make policies or decisions 

regarding this study. Lastly, this study could be a cornerstone for researchers to conduct 

comparative studies with foreign countries. This study asks Korean experts to do the analytical 

decision making. After this study, researchers could find out a difference between Korean and 

foreign countries and predict how the market shapes in the future. Thus, it is meaningful to look 

into which will be the killer content in smart speaker ecosystem.  

 This study aims to identify which applications would be the most promising content of 

smart speaker market. This study adopts Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) model for assessing 

the viability of contents in the smart speaker ecosystem. The model was applied to discuss the 
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prospect of three types of contents in smart speaker – Music, News & Podcast, E-commerce & 

Shopping – which are available in the present.  

 Ultimately, this study can help decision makers in the company to choose what to 

produce and prioritize applications. 

 

2. Overview 

 

 A smart speaker has many names including voice-controlled speaker or artificial 

intelligent speaker or digital assistant speaker. Also, there is no single definition about the smart 

speaker because it is a relatively new concept.  

 Usually, a smart speaker means a hands-free speaker powered with digital voice 

assistants using two-way voice computing technology based on cloud computing (Amazon, 

2017; Martin, 2017). So, users do not have to rely on smartphones or touch any devices to make 

an order through the smart speaker. Users can order Uber or search information or order food or 

listen to music or news or control any smart devices connected to home.  

 Amazon entered the market as it introduced ‘Amazon Echo' in 2014. Then, Google 

introduced ‘Google Home' in 2016 and Apple also plans to move forward with smart speaker 

market to rival Amazon and Google (Condliffe, 2017).  Gartner (2016) predicted that the 

market size would grow to 2 billion dollars by 2020. The marker will increase 500% from 2015. 

Indeed, Amazon doubled its Echo sales from 2015 to 2016. The sales of Echo in 2015 was about 

2.4 million units, and the sales became doubled 2016 recording 5.2 million units (Dunn, 2016).  

The reason why smart speaker market grows is that of IoT's growth. Smart speakers are regarded 

as a key to control home IoT system (The New York Times, 2016). Additionally, content 
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providers regard a smart speaker as a new way to attract the audience. Indeed, many news 

companies in the US has already invested audio contents to be broadcasted in smart speakers.  

 The same phenomenon also happens in Korea. In Korea, SKT, KT, who are South 

Korean wireless telecommunication companies, also unveiled their voice-controlled artificial 

intelligence speaker (Financial News, 2017). Naver, which owns the biggest web portal in Korea, 

also plans to produce a smart speaker in 2017 (Kim, 2016). Samsung Electronics also associates 

with Microsoft to develop own smart speaker (VentureBeat, 2016). Many consulting firms 

predict the competition would be severe as more companies enter this market because the smart 

speaker is regarded as de facto technology to be the herb in IoT (Internet of Things) technology 

(IHS Markit, 2017).  

 Contrary to the significance of smart speaker market, there were no researches about 

what would be the killer application in smart speaker market. Previous researches (Moon, Kim & 

Shin, 2017; Moskvitch, 2017; Kim, Hong, & Chung, 2010; Kalafarski, 2007) focused on the 

effect of smart speakers in IoT market, practical usages, technology patents.  

 In the industry field, firms researched the potential growth of the market size. Indeed, 

even though there were few kinds of research about smart speakers because it is a recent concept, 

there were no researches about the content in smart speaker ecosystem in Korea. 

 

3. AHP modeling and framework 

 

3.1. AHP method 
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 This study uses Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to analyze and discover the prospect 

of smart speaker contents (Saaty, 1990). AHP can be a tool to structuralize and analyze factors 

affecting the business decision-making process. AHP can help researchers to prioritize 

development vision or examine strategic priority. It also can be used to prioritize contents as a 

market choice.  

 Usually, AHP consists of objective goals, criteria, and alternatives. The goal of AHP is to 

determine the relative strength of each alternative and to prioritize them. In this sense, AHP can 

help to prioritize and to predict the killer contents by examining contents with multiple criteria 

(Kim & Kim, 2015; Yang et al., 2007).  

 There are four major criteria usually involved in general criteria. Advantages, 

opportunities, risks and disadvantage are frequently used as the upper layer (Bayazit, 2005). 

Regarding the fact that smart speakers are innovative products, this study also considers criteria 

to evaluate innovative services. Productivity, economic competitiveness, and the quality of life 

are important criteria for innovative services (Miles, 2006). Technology prospect, market 

potential, and regulation environment are regarded as the powerful factors of diffusion and 

performance of innovative products and services. They influence each other and the market at 

the same time (Baumgärtner & Winkler, 2003).  

 Combining previous literature, this study draws three criteria to evaluate the priority to 

develop applications on smart speakers. Three forces to be examined in this study are user 

benefit, market value, user risk. In other words, the priority of developing applications for smart 

speakers would be dependent on user benefit, market value, and user risk. User benefit criteria 

are based on advantages and user aspects, and market value criteria are based on opportunities 

and market potential and user risk criteria is based on risks, disadvantage, and technology.  
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 To collect data, this study would take a survey on, at least, 20 experts in ICT and media 

market field. Experts would be carefully selected by their knowledge background in the ICT 

industry. Survey participants would consist of people from the telecom company, private 

companies in ICT industry, public research institutes in Korea, professors from universities, 

journalists from a business newspaper. 

 

3.2. Criteria 

 

This study uses Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to analyze and discover the prospect 

of smart speaker contents (Saaty, 1990). AHP can be a tool to structuralize and analyze factors 

affecting the business decision-making process. AHP can help researchers to prioritize 

development vision or examine strategic priority. It also can be used to prioritize contents as a 

market choice.  

There are three criteria including user benefit, market value, and user risk in the first 

layer. Each criterion in the first layer has several sub-criteria in the second layer. 

 

3.2.1. User benefit 

Services should provide users with lots of benefits to be successful. Assessment of user 

satisfaction is reported as a measurement of success for services (Bokhari, 2005). In this sense, 

applications on smart speakers should provide users with benefits to be successful services. This 

study approaches user benefit regarding diverse users' life of quality. Innovative products like 

smart speakers can meet the expectation to be helpful users. They have the power to improve the 

quality of lives of users including people with disabilities and to accelerate user's activities that 
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enhance the personal quality of life (Cai & Abascal, 2006). In this sense, this study defined user 

benefit as a degree to improve users' quality of life.  

 

3.2.1.1. Personal quality of life. Innovative services should be positively perceived as something 

useful and easy to enjoy to be accepted by potential users (Davis, 1993). For a new service to be 

accepted by potential users, applications should improve users’ personal quality of life because 

applications should be helpful to be sold to many users. In other words, applications should 

improve personal quality of life enough for a service to make a success. No matter how 

potentially profitable the service is, the service will fail if the user does not feel that applications 

improved their lives or not. Low levels of improving ones’ life are a kind of signals of failure for 

service providers (Hung, Chang & Yu, 2006). Therefore, applications should increase user’s 

personal quality of life higher enough to be a successful service. 

 

3.2.1.2. Family’s quality of life. Even though smart speakers provide users with many personal 

services, speakers are designed as a tool for families. So, smart speakers are digital devices 

equipped with digital assistants and household devices for family simultaneously. Smart speakers 

are regarded as the first device in homes which will listen to people’s requests in the house 

(Phys.org, 2016). MIT Technology Review (2016) said smart speakers are digital butlers for 

users’ family located in the home. Innovative, new systems should include normative values for 

families and communities to create diverse human values in the world (Saaty & Shang, 2011). In 

this sense, applications for speakers should improve family members’ quality of life to make a 

success. 
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3.2.1.3. People with special need’s quality of life. There are many users using smart speakers 

from normal users to users having special needs (Karim, & Tjoa, 2006) For the people with 

special needs, such as the old, the disabled, smart appliances are potential game changers. People 

who are hard of seeing something, couldn’t take advantage of smartphones or devices yet 

(Fortune, 2015). However, smart speakers could be an enormous benefit to many disabled people 

because smart speakers provide people services operated only by voices.  

Additionally, people who are not good at using newly digital devices can enjoy smart 

speakers thanks to the ease of use and convenience. In this sense, smart speakers are regarded as 

a tool to solve social problems. Therefore, applications which improve the quality of life of 

people with special needs more have greater user benefit.  

 

3.2.2. Market value 

 Even though it is foreseen the market of smart speakers will grow, no one knows how 

speakers and applications will make a growth. The market value of smart speakers' applications 

should be guaranteed to enroll many stakeholders to make the market bigger. To achieve this 

goal, applications should have an own business model, the probability of boosting smart 

speakers' sale, the probability of opening windows the on derivative market. If applications 

cannot meet those criteria, the business will not be sustainable.   

 To develop a successful service, it is necessary to measure the demand of the market and 

the service which does not take into consideration the demand of the market has to fail. 

Researchers argued that market demand is a kind of a term for wishes for customers having 

purchasing power (Edvardsson & Olsson, 1996; Matthing, Sandén & Edvardsson, 2004). To be 

successfully developed, services should have market demand and recognized as attractive 
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enough to buy for customers. In this sense, services with higher marker demand have higher 

market value, and those services would be regarded as an appropriate alternative in the lowest 

layer.    

 

3.2.2.1. Application’s business model. The most important thing when developing a service is the 

sustainability of the service. Sustainability comes from the business model, and the service needs 

to be developed considering the possibility of building business models. According to Zott & 

Amit (2010), business models mean the way how to provide customers and end-users with 

products and services. It also consists of ways how to create and deliver value through services 

and commercialization (Johnson, Christensen & Kagermann, H. (2008). Steward & Zhao (2000) 

argued that business model is a concept which has been widely accepted as a critical factor for 

companies to make a success. 

 

3.2.2.2. Boosting smart speakers’ sale. The most important factor affecting smartphone purchase 

decision is community, needs, and software (Osman, 2012). Hwang (2012) also found out that 

smartphone applications significantly influence smartphone usage and purchase. The application 

market is a multilayer two-sided platform for software developers, device manufacturers, and OS 

developers. More applications attract more end-users, more end-users mean more device sales 

and more device sales naturally happens to more application sales (Lin & Ye, 2009). 

Applications which can attract more users to increase sales of devices are preferred in the market 

thanks to the characteristics of the two-sided platform (Frank & Shivendu, 2013) In this sense, 

applications which are likely to boost smart speakers’ sales are likely to be successful 

applications. 
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3.2.2.3. Windows on the derivative market. Market potential and market value are strongly tied to 

opportunity windows which are an extent to open opportunities on derivative markets. Derivative 

market is a new market for related products, services, applications (Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 

1987). For example, derivative products for smart speakers are smart home appliances. Also, 

smartphones opened the new window for derivative services like O2O services or emoticons. 

Traditionally, innovative products have a characteristic to open new windows of new products 

and new markets for the firm (Kleinschmidt & Cooper, 1991). Indeed, manufacturers for smart 

speakers are chasing the smart-home market which is estimated to be a $71 billion industry in the 

global by 2018 (CBS News, 2016). So, applications having more probability to open windows on 

derivative markets are likely to succeed in the market and make much more market value rather 

than other applications. 

 

3.2.3. User risk 

Smart speakers are located in the most private space of the user, contain a variety of 

personal information, and because of the recent incidents and accidents related to smart speakers, 

users would be highly sensitive to services with expected risks. So, user risks should be 

considered as a factor affecting service development. In this sense, the possibility of user risk 

would be negative for companies to develop services regarding costs and regulations. 

 

3.2.3.1. Privacy concern. There has been a discussion about privacy concern because of 

consumer protection. According to recent news (The Guardian, 2015), smart speakers are not 

perfect and sometimes dangerous for consumers because of privacy problems. Indeed, according 
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to several articles, there are worries for consumers about privacy concern (Slate, 2016). Those 

worries would provoke users' resistance to use services or speakers. For a new service to come to 

a stable orbit, the user's resistance to using must be low. In other words, user acceptance should 

be high enough for a service to make a success. No matter how potentially demanding the 

service be, the service fails if the user does not accept it. Low levels of user acceptance of 

services are a kind of signals of failure for service providers (Hung, Chang & Yu, 2006).  

Services which could provoke privacy concern would have a negative impact so that they would 

fail to obtain social justification. Therefore, consumers would have a better image for a service 

that is committed to protecting privacy, and a good image will lower the users' resistance to use. 

 

3.2.3.2. Technological Reliability. It must be technically stable so that the service can be 

maintained and developed. Technically unstable services can lead to inefficient development 

because the services are less sustainable due to the technology reliability problem. Services' 

technological reliability could be a hurdle when implementing and diffusing a service for smart 

speakers. Also, users and communities in the society will not adopt services or could regulate 

such services if services are not reliable (Mattern & Floerkemeier, 2010). In this sense, services 

with high risk which is hard to achieve the reliability would not be an attractive option for 

service providers and users. 

 

3.3. Alternatives 

 

This study draws three alternatives from existing reviews about application usages in 

smart speakers.  
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3.3.1. Music applications 

The first one is music application. According to Voice Labs (2016), music is most 

frequently used service in smart speakers. Consumers who bought Amazon Echo or Google 

Home chose music as a reason why they like smart speakers. Smart speakers can play, find 

music for users. Billboard (2016) said there would be a streaming-music war into living rooms 

through smart speakers. That is why the music business put an emphasis on smart speakers. 

Therefore, music application is chosen as the first alternative. 

 

3.3.2. News & Podcast applications 

 According to Voice Labs (2016), people use smart speakers to play music, game and 

listen to news or podcasts. Even though music is regarded as a killer application, for now, news 

and podcasts are regarded as a game-changer for the audio content market (The Podcast Host, 

2016). The Guardian (2016) predicted the technology could change how people consume news. 

Following this trend, The Wall Street Journal launched news service on Google Home and 

Amazon Echo (DOW JONES, 2017). Naver also opened a plan to invest $ 30 million in news 

and audio contents (Etnews, 2017). Therefore, news and podcasts are selected as an alternative. 

 

3.3.3. E-commerce & Shopping applications 

Traditionally, online retailers regard smart speakers as a way to benefit from new 

technology. Truly, shopping through voice control has made smart speakers attractive to users 

(IoT Now, 2017). Also, e-commerce was pointed out to be the reason why Amazon started to 

invest smart speaker market (The Motley Fool, 2017). Business Insider also argued that full 
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potential of smart speaker lies in shopping and e-commerce services (Business Insider, 2015). 

Google also announced that it plans to include several features to make users buy many items 

through Google Home more easily (Digital Commerce 360, 2017). SKT, which is a leading 

company in Korean smart speaker market, tries to deploy several applications related to shopping 

in its speaker, NUGU (ChosunBiz, 2017). So, e-commerce and shopping application is chosen as 

an alternative. The model is described in Fig.1.  

 

 

Fig. 1 Viability of developing applications on Smart Speakers 
 

 

4. Methodology 

 

4.1. Data Collection 

 The suggested AHP model would be tested through survey among experts. The experts 

would consist of people having specialties in ICT and media industry. Respondents would be 

selected by their expertise, knowledge background in the ICT industry. Participants would come 

from private companies in ICT industry such as telecom companies, internet companies. 
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Researchers in national public institutes and professors from universities would be included as 

participants 

 

4.2. Data Analysis  

This study uses MatLab to analyze the data from the survey. The computation code would be 

borrowed from Kim and Nam (2014).  

 

5. Results and Discussion 

To be updated 

6. Implications 

To be updated 
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